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Protecting our
Waterbirds and
Waterways.
IT’S ABOUT THE AUSTRALIA OUR
GRANDCHILDREN WILL GROW UP IN.
Regional Victorians Opposed to Duck Shooting inc.
www.regionalvictoriansOTDS.com

Ecosystems = Health & Wealth


75% all emerging diseases are zoonotic.



The air we breathe, the water we drink, the food we
eat.. life depends on healthy ecosystems &
biodiversity.



Costs of unhealthy ecosystems: health care costs,
costs of “lock downs”, lost tourism, rectification costs:
captive breeding programs, costs of toxic clean ups
(lead).



Australia one of most vulnerable countries to species
loss through climate change, and we are adding to
the pressure with man-made threats like hunting.
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Illegally shot Freckled Duck– thought to be one
of the world’s rarest ducks. Photo Sue Jeffers
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Shooting native waterbirds:
an example of Australia’s failing.



Ducks are good for ecosystems! – They eat
crop pests, algae and liver fluke, saving the
need for chemical controls.



Waterbird numbers down 90% since the
1980’s.



In 2020, “game birds” fell a further 23% from
2019 & there was little to no breeding
despite rainfall.



In Vic, waterbird numbers fell a further 50%
in 2020.



In NSW, waterbird numbers are half what
they were just five years ago.

East Australian Aerial Survey Data.
(University NSW)
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The Number of Birds Killed is Far Higher than Published.



Only a tiny percentage of shooting areas are monitored.



“Harvest estimates” do not include wounded birds (add 25– 67% - Norton & Thomas 1994), nor birds left
behind, nor the ripple effect through the species of shooting one of a monogamous pair.
A further fall of 22% to the 6th lowest level in 38 years
Extremely low levels of breeding with swans responsible for over 80% of the little there was

*GMA Victorian harvest estimates according to a phone survey of hunters.

Number of birds reported killed by
duck shooters in Victoria is grossly
underestimated.
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Impact to Threatened / Protected Species?
“that is a separate question that can only be properly addressed by gathering robust data on the rates of
non-target species being killed or injured by hunters. Such data does not exist and would be extremely
difficult to gather”
(ARI 2019 Report “Waterbird Susceptibility to Disturbance from Hunting”)
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FOI results show heartbreaking
collateral damage.

& Other Factors
Often Forgotten



Migratory birds particularly vulnerable to
disturbance.



Toxic lead still illegally used in duck shooting legally
for shooting quail and other animals. Horrific
impacts to protected species like eagles.



Birds are twice as vulnerable to climate change as
mammals, (Global Change Biology, Zoological
Society of London).

It’s not only ducks.
The case for quail.



Little data kept on abundance.



Close resemblance to critically
endangered Plains Wanderer.



No accuracy tests required of shooters.



Cruel “quail callers” are NOT “fair
chase”.
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Restricted or
Stopped Around
the States
(except Tas).
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People Impacted by Duck Shooting - Our Survey Results.
“This is not just an animal welfare issue but a human rights issue”.



Over 80% held concerns for safety.



Over 50% had never seen any authorities.



Over 90% do not believe duck shooting benefits their communities.



None were consulted by regulators in any social or economic research.



Over 25% reported children were upset/frightened.



Over 90% reported suffering distress/anxiety from duck shooting near their
homes.



Over 30% reported adverse impact to animals/stock.



Over 30% reported Issues with illegal camping, trespass, removing habitat,
leaving rubbish, fires unattended.

"We feel we aren't safe in our own
back yard when the shooters are in
the wetlands behind our house.”

"..shooting too close to a
retirement village. Dangerous and
distressing"

"we often have shot pellets fall onto
our roofs and if we are outside it
falls on our heads."

“..firing across my boundary with shot
gun pellets striking the house. One
occasion saw a member of the family
struck.”

You Can Help!



Follow us on Facebook.



Subscribe to our news.



Volunteer/Donate.



Make your vote count next election(s)!
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www.regionalvictoriansOTDS.com
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